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Abstract— Computer aided diagnosis and follow up can help 

in prevention and treatment of diabetes and its related 

complications. This paper presents a summary of the results we 

obtained over the last few years regarding the development of a 

CAD system for diabetic retinopathy. We present a methodology 

for diagnosis of DME based on exudates segmentation, as well as 

an automated detection of micro-aneurysm (MA) and DR 

diagnosis; Our approach uses standard available public database 

and shows a high power of generalization through cross database 

experiments.  

Keywords—Micro-aneurysms segmentation, exudates 

segmentation, pattern recognition, registration, diabetic 

Retinopathy. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) which damages the retinal 
blood vessels is among the most common blindness causes in 
the developed country. It is suggested that 80% of people 
which have diabetes for more than 10 years are affected by this 
problem. In spite of its highest risk factor, studies reported 90% 
of diabetic retinopathy cases can be prevented through early 
detection and treatment [1]. The problem is further complicated 
by the fact that DR does not exhibit any distinctive symptoms 
which the patient can easily perceive until a severe stage is 
reached. Therefore, regular eye check-up and timely treatment 
is needed. However, the lack of specialized ophthalmologists 
together with associated higher medical costs makes regular 
check up costly. To fill this gap, development of low cost and 
versatile Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) systems, which 
can be used in clinical environments, have drawn much more 
attention in recent years [12], [14], [22], [23]. These systems as 
any machine vision systems include the lighting, the 
acquisition, the processing and the segmentation/classification 
steps. In this paper, we present some of the recent methods, 
which we had investigated over the last 5 years, to analyze 
digital fundus images of diabetic patients. In particular, we 
concentrate on the development of the algorithmic components 
of an automatic screening system for diabetic retinopathy. The 
techniques developed can be categorized in: quality assessment 

and improvement, lesion segmentation and diagnosis. For the 
first category, we present a fast algorithm to numerically 
estimate the quality of a single image by employing 
vasculature and colour-based features; additionally, we show 
how it is possible to increase the image quality by enhancing 
the contrast based on a SVD approach. For the second 
category, two families of lesions are targeted: exudates and 
micro-aneurysms; several new algorithms which work on 
single fundus images are proposed and compared with existing 
techniques in order to prove their efficacy; in the micro-
aneurysms case, a new Radon transform-based operator 
coupled with a local scale selection technique  were developed. 
In the last diagnosis category, we have developed an algorithm 
that diagnoses diabetic retinopathy and diabetic macular edema 
based on the lesions segmented; we further investigated this 
case through patient follow-up with the design of an atlas based 
segmentation. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the 
first part gives some general background information: it 
presents the main anatomical structure and functionalities of 
human eye and how diabetic retinopathy affects them; it also 
briefly presents our hardware system. The second part will 
focus on preprocessing phases such as quality assessment as 
well as a novel contrast enhancement technique. The third part 
will focus on micro-aneurysm detection and DR evaluation, 
whereas the fourth part will mainly deal with exudates 
evaluation and follow up for DME (Diabetic macular edema) 
evaluation. The paper ends with a short conclusion. 

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

A. Anatomy of the Human Eye  

The anatomy of the human eye consists of different cellular 
structures which are responsible to maintain proper functioning 
of our vision system. Light entering the eye passes through the 
anterior and posterior regions before it is processed in the 
visual cortex. The anterior region which consists of cornea, iris, 
pupil, and lens mainly serves as a pre-processing step to control 
the amount of entering light and converges it on the retina. The 
posterior region contains retina which is a multi-layered 
sensory tissue made of millions of photo-receptors to capture 
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incoming light. The central area within retina is called the 
macula which consists of the central fovea, rich in cones, and a 
peripheral area, rich in rods. Cones are highly color sensitive 
photo-receptors and are mainly responsible for day vision. On 
the other hand rods are highly sensitive to contrast variations 
and active during night vision or dark light condition. “Fig. 1” 
shows the global anatomy of the human eye. 

 

Fig. 1: Anatomy of the Human Eye 

 

B. Retinal and Related Diabetic Diseases. 

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a chronic, systemic, life-

threatening disease characterised by disordered metabolism 

and abnormally high blood sugar (hyperglycaemia) resulting 

from low levels of the hormone insulin with or without 

abnormal resistance to insulin’s effects. DM has many 

complications that can affect the eyes and nervous system, as 

well as the heart, kidneys and other organs. Diabetes is the 

leading cause of new cases of blindness among adults aged 

between 20 and 74 years. The Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention estimates that 25.8 million people currently have 

DM in the United States alone. The World Diabetes 

Foundation estimates that over 439 million people will have 

diabetes worldwide by 2030. Diabetic retinopathy and diabetic 

macular edema are the two retina diseases directly caused by 

diabetes. 

a) Diabetic Retinopathy 

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a complication of diabetes which 

disrupts proper functioning of retinal blood vessels and 

photoreceptors within retina cells. The primary causes of 

retina blood vessel damages are vessel closure and 

permeability. These two factors affect the proper flow of 

oxygen, blood, and other  fluids within the retinal cells; 

consequently, retinal abnormalities start to develop and results 

in deteriorating proper vision. Usually, diabetic retinopathy 

may not be perceived until a severe stage is reached and hence 

it might even create blindness through time. 

Fig.2 shows a comparison of normal vision against vision 

affected by diabetic retinopathy. 

DR is generally graded in four subsequent stages [2]: 

 

 Mild Nonproliferative Retinopathy (Mild NPDR): At 

this earliest stage, only micro-aneurysms (Fig 3) 

occur and possibly hemorrhage or hard exudates. 

 

 Moderate Nonproliferative Retinopathy (Moderate 

NPDR): As the disease progresses, some blood  

vessels that nourish the retina are blocked and 

consequently cotton wool spots start to appear. Also, 

initial vascular abnormalities such as tortuous vessels 

or IRMAs (intraretinal microvascular abnormalities) 

can be found. 

 

 Severe Nonproliferative Retinopathy (Severe 

NPDR):  Many more blood vessels are blocked, 

depriving several areas of the retina with their blood 

supply.  These areas of the retina send signals by the 

means of VEGF proteins and neovascularization 

starts. 

 

               
(a) Normal Vision.                (b) Vision with Diabetic Retinopathy. 

Fig. 2: Normal Human Vision vs. Vision affected by Diabetic Retinopathy [3]. 

 

 
Fig 3: Example of micro-aneurysms 

 

b) Diabetic Macular Edema 

Diabetic macular edema (DME) is a complication of DR and 

is the most common cause of vision loss and blindness [4]. 

DME is defined as swelling of the retina in diabetic patients 

due to leakage of fluid within the central macula from micro-

aneurysms that form as the result of chronic damage due to 

elevated blood sugar levels. The presence of clinically 

significant DME is an important indication for the initiation of 

laser treatment. One particular characteristic of DME is 

thickening of the retina, which cannot be directly quantified 

from a single 2-D image because of the lack of depth 

information. Instead, ophthalmologists can infer the presence 

of the fluid that causes the retina thickening from photos, by 

the presence of accompanying lipid deposits called exudates 

or by multiple fundus images which help to infer 3D 



structures. Exudates appear (Fig.4) as bright structures with 

well defined edges and variable shapes . 

 
Fig 4: Example of exudates 

 

According to the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study 

Research Group (ETDRS), the patient’s retina should be 

immediately treated when DME is graded as clinically 

significant. This happens if any of the following points is 

satisfied [2]: 

 There is a significant retinal thickening within 500 

mm distance from the centre of the macula. 

 There is exudation within 500 mm distance from the 

centre of the macula with retinal thickening in the 

bordering retina. 

 There is a retinal thickened area by the size of at least 

one papilla diameter within the distance of one 

papilla diameter from the centre of the macula. The 

papilla roughly corresponds to the visible area 

covered by the ON in an image of the retina fundus. 

 

c) Age-related Macular Degeneration 

Another retinal disease that has similar effect to diabetic 

retinopathy but other causes is age-related macular 

degeneration (AMD). AMD refers to a degenerative condition 

affecting the macular or central area of the retina. The main 

characteristic of early AMD is the presence of soft drusen. 

While their presence does not necessarily indicate that a 

person has macular degeneration, there has been a strong 

correlation between the two and the presence of drusen 

substantially raises a person’s risk to develop macular 

degeneration. Late AMD includes 2 distinct forms, dry AMD 

or wet. “Dry” AMD does not involve any leakage of blood or 

serum. Loss of vision may still occur. Patients with this “dry” 

form may have good central vision but substantial functional 

limitations including: fluctuating vision, difficulty reading 

because of their limited area of central vision and limited 

vision at night or under conditions of reduced illumination. In 

the “wet” type of macular degeneration, abnormal blood 

vessels grow under the retina and macula. In this case the 

patient will lose at least part of their central vision [5]. 

 

C. Hardware set-up and databases 

Fundus camera was introduced as an imaging technique 

for analyzing and studying anatomical structures of human 

retina [6]. A fundus camera allows capturing the interior 

surface of eye, including retina, optic disc, macula, and other 

retinal tissues using low power microscopes equipped with an 

embedded camera system. A camera view of 30 to 50 degrees 

of retinal area with a magnification of 2.5x is the most 

commonly used technique in diabetic retinopathy screening 

applications. A typical fundus camera, which is used to 

capture all the images used in this work is shown on fig. 5. 

 
Fig 5 : Example of a fundus Camera 

 

The design, implementation and testing of ARIA 

(Automated Retinal Image Analysis) algorithms requires high 

quality annotated data. In the literature, there are some 

publicly available annotated datasets of retinal images which 

have different goals, characteristics, and levels of 

completeness [14]. In our work paper, we employed  five 

different datasets all containing mydriatic and non-mydriatic 

macula centred colour fundus images mainly at 45 degrees of 

field ofview: ROC challenge [24], HEI-MED [19], Messidor 

[21], Diaretdb1[25] and a private retina image database which 

is collected from a teleophtamology network managed by the 

Department of Ophthalmology at the University of Tennessee. 

III. PREPROCESSING 

A. Image quality 

Various systems for automatic or semi-automatic detection 
of retinopathy with fundus images have been developed. The 
results obtained are promising but the initial image quality is a 
limiting factor [7]; this is especially true if the machine 
operator is not a trained photographer. Algorithms to correct 
the illumination or increase the vessel contrast exist, however 
they cannot restore an image beyond a certain level of quality 
degradation. On the other hand, a fast and accurate quality 
assessment algorithm would automatically warn the operator to 
re-take the fundus image, eliminating or reducing the need for 
correction algorithms. In addition, a quality metric permits the 
automatic submission of the best images, if many are available. 
The QA we developed is accurate in its QA of patients of 
different ethnicities, robust enough to be able to deal with the 
vast majority of the images that a fundus camera can produce 
(outliers included), independent of the camera used, 
computationally inexpensive so that it can produce a QA in a 
reasonable time and in a range from 0 to 1, value which can be 
used as input for further processing. Our approach [8] is based 
on the hypothesis that a vessel segmentation algorithm’s ability 
to detect the eye vasculature correctly is partly correlated to the 
overall quality of an image. The algorithm presented is divided 



in three stages: Preprocessing (field of view detection, vessel 
segmentation [9], Features Extraction (ELVD, color, vessel 
luminosity and LBP) and Classification (linear SVM) and can 
be summarized by the Fig 6. The novelty is on the Elliptical 
Local Vessel Density (ELVD) which is obtained by measuring 
the vessel area under each local window, then normalized with 
zero mean and unit variance. The local windows are obtained 

through sampling of r (radius) and  (angle). Different values 

of r and  will tolerate or emphasize different problems with 
the image quality.   

 

 

 

Fig 6 : Schematic of a our Quality Assessment tool. 

 

B. Contrast enhancement 

Due to the external lighting source, color fundus images 
suffer from variation in illumination change, contrast, and 
shading. Contrast enhancement and shading removal is thus 
required before subsequent image analysis. The conventional 
approach is to apply either local or global histogram 
equalization techniques [10]. However, these contrast 
enhancement techniques either does not give satisfactory result 
or are prone to local noise enhancement [11]. On the other 
hand, our technique [12] can reduce the shading effect 
while increasing the contrast of fundus images using Singular 
Value Decomposition (SVD). The main idea behind this 
approach is to analyze the intensity distribution of pixels 
indirectly from the singular values instead of using direct 
intensity histogram information. Indeed, it is observed that the 
singular value distribution of good quality retinal images is 
equivalent but the corresponding distribution of low quality 
fundus images is low compared to the good ones. The proposed 
contrast enhancement method is done by replacing all the 
singular values of any low quality image by the corresponding 
values of the reference image. The replacement is done in a 
weighted manner to avoid any over-saturation effect 
which might be introduced when replacing very high singular 
values. Fig 7 is an example of the obtained results. 

  

Fig 7 

Fig 7 : original Image and Contrast enhanced Image 

 

IV. MICRO-ANEUVRYSMS DETECTION 

Microaneurysms (MAs) are dilated, aneurismal retina 
vessels that appear as small red dots in colour retina fundus 
images. These lesions can leak fluid and blood into the retina, 
leading to vision threatening exudates, macular edema and 
hemorrhages. These MAs are the primary target lesions for 
laser treatment of diabetic retinopathy or macular edema. Apart 
from the conventional definition which states that “micro-
aneurysm are dark-round red structures”, no other information 
is available for CAD system designers [14]. In our work, we 
modeled the problem of MA detection as round blob detection 
[13]; hence different categories of low-level robust blob 
descriptors which are commonly used in interest point 
detection of computer vision tasks are used. The scale-space 
framework which characterizes images at different scales is 
integrated [27] with the SURF descriptors [28] to extract 
discriminative attributes of circular-dark blobs which are 
essentially similar to micro-aneurysyms.  Moreover, additional 
features from the fundus images as well as from Radon 
Transform [15] are added [16].  We used a similar approach 
with a 3D extension for the detection of micro-bleeds in brain 
SWI images with both a high sensitivity and high specificity 
[29]. 

Fig. 8 presents the flow chart of the whole process which 
was implemented and fully described in [16]. 

 

Fig 8 : Flow chart of the micro-aneurysms detection system 

 

The performance of the overall system is evaluated on both 
the Retinopathy Online Challenge (ROC) and the University of 
Tennessee Health Science Center (UTHSC) private database of 
fundus images. As a training dataset, few manually annotated 
images consisting of 80 MA samples and 300 unlabeled images 
from UTHSC database of fundus images have been used. Both 
ROC database training and testing databases are used only as a 
test dataset. Four supervised classifiers: K-Nearest Neighbor 
(KNN),Naïve Bayes, and Support Vector Machines (SVM) are 
selected as underlying classifiers. An exhaustive performance 



test was conducted to select an optimal classifier-feature 
pairing. Table I summarizes these results. 

Classifier Best Features Parameters 

KNN SURF K=15, Eucli. 
Distance 

Naïve Bayes Scale-Space Preceded by 
PCA 

SVM Radon, SURF Radial Basis 

Table I : Optimal classifier-feature pairs. 

For each optimal classifier-feature pair, a self-training 
semi-supervised learning model is applied. The performance of 
each system is then evaluated on Retinopathy Online Challenge 
(ROC) training images database. Figure 9 shows the FROC 
curve plot where the system is evaluated on lesion bases.  

 

Figure 9: FROC curve using the three classifiers in Self-training mode. 

A second set of experiments have also been conducted 
using co-training approach. The two best performing classifiers 
i.e SVM and KNN have been chosen to train each other based 
on their degree of confidence; The performance of each 
classifier have been improved further especially at medium 
false positive. The evaluation results on the ROC training 
dataset also shows that the proposed MA candidate selection 
algorithm outperforms previously published methods [17] as 
published in [16]. Our method reduces the false candidate 
detection by about 52% compared to the best performing 
technique proposed by Lazar et al. [18] with a comparable 
sensitivity of 44.64%. The performance of the proposed CAD 
system has also been evaluated on a private retina image 
database which is collected from a teleophtamology network 
managed by the Department of Ophthalmology at the 
University of Tennessee Health Science Center (UTHSC) in 
Memphis, Tennessee. This evaluation is done to assess the 
feasibility of the system to be used in a standalone mode in 
public DR-screening systems where patients can quickly be 
screened for the disease in their primary care doctor’s office 
and other remote sites. This is very crucial in reducing the 
amount of time spent by ophtamologists to screen out each and 
every retinal image. A set of 50 images where 37 of them are 
diagnosed with diabetic retinopathy and the remaining 13 
images are free of diabetic retinopathy have been used as an 
evaluation set. Except the category of each image, a lesion-
based annotation is not given for all the images. The 

performance of the CAD system is then evaluated on its ability 
to categorize these images either as “Normal” or “Abnormal”. 
Fig. 10 shows image level detection result using the two best 
classifier models. The result shows that when the SVM 
classifier model is used, the system can achieve a maximum 
sensitivity of 81.08% at a specificity of 92.31%. Moreover, the 
area under curve (AUC) of the KNN classifier can reach up to 
0.8805. In general, the overall performance of the proposed 
CAD system is highly promising to be used in public diabetic 
retinopathy screening programs and teleophtamology 
networks; where computers are being used to do automated 
diagnosis and generate medical reports for clinicians review. 

 

Figure 10: Performance Evaluation on UTHSC database. 

 

V. EXUDATES DETECTION AND DME 

Diabetic macular edema (DME) is a common vision 
threatening complication of diabetic retinopathy. In a large 
scale screening environment DME is usually assessed by 
detecting exudates and their evolution over time. We mainly 
investigated two approaches, a general pattern recognition 
approach, [18] where we introduced a new methodology for 
diagnosis of DME using a novel set of features based on 
colour, wavelet decomposition and automatic lesion 
segmentation as well as a technique relying on a atlas based 
segmentation, which proved to be useful for patient follow-up 
[20]. 

For the first approach, [18] features are employed to train a 
classifier able to automatically diagnose DME through the 
presence of exudation. We are able to achieve diagnosis 
performance comparable to retina experts on the MESSIDOR 
[21] with cross-dataset testing (e.g., the classifier was trained 
on an independent dataset and tested on MESSIDOR). Our 
algorithm obtained an AUC between 0.88 and 0.94 depending 
on the dataset/features used. Additionally, it does not need 
ground truth at lesion level to reject false positives and is 
computationally efficient, as it generates a diagnosis on an 
average of 4.4 s (9.3 s, considering the optic nerve localisation) 
per image on an 2.6 GHz platform with an unoptimised Matlab 
implementation file. 

For the second approach [20], our method is built on 3 main 
steps: 



1) Building a statistical atlas of retinal images based on 

ethnicity using automatically generated landmarks. 
A statistical atlas from 200 fundus images of good quality 

(without lesions and artefacts) of each eye of an ethnic group 
was created. Our purpose of building the statistical atlas is to 
represent the retinal pigmentation of a patient and landmarks 
like vascular arches, optic disc and macula of a particular 
ethnic group, into a reference map. 

 

Fig. 11 Statistical ATLAS image for African American a) Right Eye b) 
Left Eye 

2) Computing the distance map of a given test fundus 

image to the atlas. 
Once the atlas is built, any new test fundus image is first 

registered to the atlas co-ordinate system. Then, the distance 
map between the registered image and the atlas is computed. 
The distance map not only shows the lesions but also other 
potential imaging artefacts. 

 

Fig. 12: Distance image with the atlas. Distance image before and after 
thresholding. 

3) Using steerable Riesz transform for enhancing the 

edges of the bright lesions. 

 

Fig 13: Exudate segmentation using steerable wavelets on atlas space (a) 
Original image (b) Result from steerable wavelet (c) Mesh plot (d) Result from 

thresholding absolute image (e) Lesions plotted on the original image after 
unwarping (f ) Ground truth labelled by an expert. 

For evaluation purpose we use the HEI-MED public dataset 
from Hamilton Eye Institute [19]. The dataset consists of 169 
fundus images with mixed ethnicities. In our work, we use the 
104 images from African Americans to validate our exudates 
segmentation method. An example of segmentation result is 
given in fig. 13. As can be seen, a simple thresholding of the 
distance map in atlas space provides good segmentation result. 
Our experiments show that using the steerable filters for the 
enhancement of the edge-like exudates improves the results. 
Furthermore, combining steerable filters with Kirsch edge 
detector response led to better results, with an achieved 
accuracy of about 82%. The different results are presented in 
fig.14. 

 

Fig 14. FROC Curves 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we presented some of our recent work aiming at 

building a CAD system for diabetic retinopathy screening. As 

usually done for a machine vision system, nnvestigations were 

carried out in all aspects of the system : quality assessment, 

contrast enhancement, micro-aneurysms detection followed by 

DR diagnosis and Exudates detection followed by DME 

evaluation. The obtained results are computationally efficient 

and have been tested over a variety of broad databases 

showing the high generalization power of our techniques. 
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